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Alhamdulillah with the grace of the Almighty, another successful year 
has passed and the school continues to deliver value into the young lives 
of our learners whilst maintaining its momentum in terms of growth. The 
year past has unsurprisingly been a busy one at the HMA. Together with 
the increase in faculty and learners, during the year we also welcomed 
our principal, Mr Hasan Wadvalla who literally hit the ground running in 
terms of heightening the standards and the manner in which we unlock 
value at the HMA.

With most of the operational matters being managed by the new principal, 
the Board’s time and energy was predominantly focussed on firming up 
and finalising the plans for the future. After numerous regulatory hurdles, 
Alhamdulillah we have now finalised the layout of the new Houghton 
Muslim Academy building. Phase 1 which involves the construction of a 
12 classroom unit has been approved by Council and ground breaking is 
scheduled for early in the new year for completion during 2015. Inshallah 
the HMA’s vision remains one of holistic development and accordingly 
the new facility is geared to provide the resources necessary to deliver 
on this commitment. 

Key highlights during the year, includes our sports programme which 
maintains its momentum and which we have progressed by bringing 
more structure and routine to. We also continue to exploit technology 
in the classroom and have accordingly piloted the use of Ipads as a 
means of both teaching and learning in the foundation phase. Based 
on its success, we intend standardising this into both our academic and 
Islamic curriculums going forward. 

The year ahead is set to be a very exciting one. We welcome new 
members to our faculty and look forward to their contribution to the 
HMA going forward. The HMA has been truly blessed with the uptake in 
admissions. Alhamdulillah all but 1 class is filled to capacity and whilst 
we endeavour to accommodate all learners, we continue to maintain 
class limits to ensure we deliver maximum value to our learners. We 
also intend firming up on the establishment of the PTA which will assist 
greatly in furthering the interests of the Academy. 

In the words of Henry Ford, “Coming together is the beginning, Keeping 
together is progress. Working together is success”. The Board of 
Governors therefore takes this opportunity to extend its gratitude to the 
faculty, members of staff and parents for their continued support and 
teamwork in nurturing tomorrow’s leaders.  Assuring you of our best 
intentions at all times.

Jazakallah, Board of Governors

Assalamu Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh.

Here we are, at the conclusion of year 3 at HMA and about to embark into a new school year, and into a new learning 
journey with our first Grade 3 class. We are more than certain that with the help of Allah (SWT) and your continuous 
support, we will be able to take our school to the next level. We shall continue working with you for the best interests of 
our beloved children and our community.

As we start a new chapter in our long journey towards knowledge and prosperity by practicing, learning and teaching, 
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the BOG, Houghton Muslim Association and the Community for their unlimited 
help and support. I also wish to thank our committed and dedicated staff and volunteers for their tireless efforts and 
unlimited commitment.

As far as the directions of our school, and as outlined in our school mission and vision, our focus will be on the following:
• Discharging our onus of delivering a superior learning experience
• Striving to develop each child holistically through unlocking his/her full potential in all areas of development.

In order to achieve the above, we will continue implementing the CAPS curriculum, but make it more meaningful and 
appropriate to our learners. Islamically, we have adapted the standard Jamiat syllabus and made it more unique to HMA.

HMA staff and administration are committed to helping each and every student work to his/her full potential. High 
emphasis is placed on balanced literacy, numeracy, inquiry based learning and outdoor education. 
We were fortunate enough to have been visited by Zain Bhikha, whose underlying message was, always give thanks 
to Allah. What a memorable occasion for our children. Learners and parents generosity was evident when Roseneath 
Primary and Gift of the Givers arrived to collect their tin food and donations. Our thanks go out to the parents and learners 
for giving with open hearts. Special mention and thanks to the CWF for handling all the arrangements for this event. Oom 
Ross and Lory Park Zoo, not only entertained our kids with a variety of animals, but also shared some amazing facts 
and knowledge on the animals and how to properly care for them. Spring Day was a blast with little budding gardeners 
making our school grounds come alive with colour.     

As part of the HMA BOG, I am more than willing to do all that it takes to make our school outstanding, where our students 
get both their souls and minds nurtured. Such a mission won’t be possible to accomplish without your full support and 
co-operation.

I  look forward to seeing HMA grow as the Muslim school of choice within the Muslim Community. We are on the right 
track with our building plans for a new school that we all will be proud to call Ours. The Board, Staff and I share in the 
vision and the way forward for HMA. It is now down to putting all the ideas and policies into place and practice.

Shukran
Mr. H. Wadvalla
Principal

A Message from A Message from
The Board
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Re-invent your Home this 
Summer with Hardware Deals 

that Set you Apart!

Re-invent your Home this 
Summer with Hardware Deals 

that Set you Apart!

Welcome to Al’s Hardware 
Group,home of the famous 
Al your Pal and the folks who 
make your space a better place.

Our Customers are assured of the
best price-to-shelf margins along
with extensive quality ranges across
all departments.

Techniques made simple by 
know-how, jobs made easier by the
right tools, and choice of attractive 
materials make projects around 
home and outdoors interesting and
fun. Al’s are stockists of things you
need, those you want and the 
hardware stuff to smarten up your 
space without breaking the bank. 

The special, intimate bathroom
space has often been the standard 
for assessing the feel of an entire
home, or even the reputation of the 
homeowner!
Kit out your bathroom with the
relaxing, romantic or sensual
atmosphere that our fine fittings and 
furnishings can
produce.

A picture can paint a thousand 
words. And, with the limitless swatch
of colours, you may just add new 
shades of meaning to your next
painting spree. Als rich & classic floor
finishes are guaranteed to make the
earth move, while our lighting and 
electrical selections are sure to
bring warm glows to home &
and heart. 

Put sanity into sanitary at our
fully equipped facility of clean-cut,
well crafted sanitaryware, 
sparklingwith thoughtful style 
and practical utility value.

Tiles make your floors look so great,
your every step is deliberately 
elegant. Our wall surfaces surround 
you with cosy assurance. Super 
ranges of ceramic, porcelain, local,
imported and designer tiles available
to suit your fancy, imagination and 
lifestyle. Add to this, every tile care 
product and the tools you need to
construct your perfect 
tiling area, and 
you’ll see why Al’s
breaks all the 
ground rules!

Finishing, Decorating and DIY Made Simple

• Home refinements  • Roofing • Paints • Tiles • Flooring • Electrical • Lighting • Plumbing 
• Doors • Windows • Sanitaryware • Decor & More...• Gardening  • Power Tools 

Branches: Johannesburg, Kokstad, Matatiele, Lusikisiki, Flagstaff, Bizana,
Mount Fletcher, Jozini, King Williams Town & Port Elizabeth

WE TRADE ON SUNDAYS 
& PUBLIC HOLIDAYSWE DELIVER

From the desk of
The Islamiaat Muallima Luthfiya Mayet

Alhamdulillah with the mercy and help from Allah Ta’ala we have completed  
another successful year at Houghton Muslim Academy. Our aim at Houghton Muslim  
Academy is to create the love of Allah and his Rasool (S.A.W) into the hearts of our learners.
Whenever our prophet (S.A.W) passed by children he would greet them, put his hand on their  
heads and carry the small children. On seeing a mother loving her baby he would be deeply affected.   
When discussing with mothers he would say, “Whosoever Allah favors with children and he loves them and fulfils 
his obligation towards them as well, then he would remain safe from the fire of Jahannam.”

It gives me immense joy and pleasure to be working with children. The happiness and joy they share is just 
phenomenal. Their endless energy is contagious. I am truly grateful to Allah for granting me this bounty to be 
teaching with the most purest of hearts and minds.
Islam is a complete way of life and has left no aspect of life without guidance and direction. Of the many duties and 
responsibilities that Muslim parents have is the obligation to instill the love of Allah and his Rasool (S.A.W) into the 
hearts of their children.

By choosing an Islamic environment like, that of Houghton Muslim Academy, we understand the responsibility  
and obligation we have to discharge. It’s a great trust that the parents of HMA have placed on us and we are 
grateful to you for allowing us to walk with you on this journey. With the help of Allah we make dua that  
we can fulfill this trust to the best of our ability. 

May Allah use each and every learner of HMA in the service of his deen.

AAMEEN
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From the desk of
The HOD
World renowned child psychologist Dr David Feuerstein 
once said that a child only really needs three things to 
thrive; a caring adult, who unlocks the world, and gives it 
meaning.

We have been fortunate at the HMA to have a team of 
dedicated teachers who turn everyday teaching into fun, 
interactive learning experiences, helping to shape your 
child’s body, heart and mind with care and thoughtfulness. 
To teachers Humsheera, Nabeela, Faheema, Ayesha and 
Tasnim, your efforts and the ‘heart’ that you put into your 
teaching is outstanding! Our Islamiat curriculum plays a 
very important role in everyday experiences and with little 
ones, this needs to be fun and creative. Apa Nazeera who 
joined us this year has done exactly that, and the children 
look forward to her coming each week.

As we grow as a school we learn everyday, especially about 
the type of Preschool we would like to be, because how we 
interact with your child has an effect on their attitude toward 
him/herself, the world, other people and his/her ability to 
learn. At HMA we value the quality of a learning experience 
more, than the quantity of knowledge a child needs to have 
that places immense pressure on that child to perform.

Every child develops in his or her own time, and the process 
needs to be a journey of discovery, to awaken the senses, to 
ask questions, to imagine, and enjoy all that is experienced.

We have tried to make our themes come to life by exposing 
our learners to as many real experiences as possible in the 
form of excursions and people visiting the school, which 
has been very exciting for our learners. Parents have been 
wonderfully supportive, getting involved in dressing up 
their kids for dress-up days and even bringing in items for 
our themes. Good parent-teacher relationships are vital at 
Preschool!

Our assistants Halima, Miriam, Sakina, Lizzy, Maria and 
Masego play a very important role in our school, besides 
helping our learners in the bathroom, they are kind and 
caring and the kids love them. New to our HMA family is 
Uncle Cassim who is always there when you need him and 
we are very grateful for all he does to keep our school clean 
and beautiful! Jazakallah also to Masood, fondly known 
by our little ones as ‘Uncle Muazzin’, for always lending 
a helping hand whenever needed. Our new Principal Mr 
Wadvalla has been a pillar of strength and energy, with his 
efficiency, dedication and experience, he has been a great 
support.

So as we say farewell to 2014, we look forward to 2015 to 
learn and grow so that we can, with the help of Allah nurture 
and guide our learners to be the leaders of tomorrow, to be 
the best examples for Islam and to make a difference in the 
environments they face.

Aameen

Fatima Mayet



Toddlers - Little Lady Bugs

Assalaamu Alaikum
My name is Zakiyya: I am 24 years old, from Eastern Cape and I am a Muslim. I was 
not born a Muslim, but I believe that Allah had chosen me to be reborn.
I first got interested in Islam when I came to visit my mum in JHB last year. My 
mum works for a Muslim family. When she introduced me to the family they 
were so kind and nice to me, just as my mum had told me. Then I wanted to be 
a Muslim too. I went back home without getting much information about Islam. 
Earlier this year I came back to Johannesburg, still having that feeling that I want 
to be a Muslim. I wanted to change my ways of doing things.

In June this year I was offered a temporary post at Houghton Muslim Academy. 
At H.M.A I met new people and got to know what Islam is about with the help of 
Razia. She was so helpful . On 26th June I reverted to Islam. I was happy and felt 
like I was a newborn child. The special thing to me was that I reverted to Islam 
before Ramadhaan. Ramadhaan has given me the opportunity to strengthen my 
relationship with Allah.

Islam has changed every aspect: How I see my purpose in life and how I deal 
with challenges. Islam has given me a way of handling difficulties. I am currently 
attending madressa classes for new Muslims at H.M.A, I’m enjoying every minute 
of it because I am learning more about Islam. Islam has given me an avenue to 
grow and learn.

Please keep me in your duaas.
Jazakallah 

Journey
To Islam.
Zakiyya Soji

Toddlers
Little Lady Bugs

To my little Lady Bugs, I am filled with so much emotion at the thought of this year coming to an end. 
You have all come so far from the tears at the beginning of the year to the joyful laughter you have 
filled my classroom and heart with. I thank you for allowing me to be part of your lives and for sharing 
all your thoughts and feelings with me. You have made me a better teacher and person. 

To the parents, thank you for the opportunity to share in your child’s life, they are truly unique and 
special children and I will treasure the memories they have given me.
To my fellow teacher’s: thank you for all the help throughout the year, you are all an inspiration and 
the epitome of what it means to be a teacher. I am so proud to be amongst you.
To all the assistants, thank you for going above and beyond on a daily basis, without your aid we 
could not have made it through this year.  

My little Lady Bugs always remember: “The world is full of amazing and wonderful things and YOU 
are one of those”. You CAN do anything you set your mind to and with the will of Allah you will have 
the brightest future. Lastly always remember, Teacher loves you!

Lots of love from Teacher Humsheera

Teacher Humsheera
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The little Lady Bugs think that LOVE IS....
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My favourite colour is…
• Pink because it’s nice… Sareenah F Yussuf
• Red because my dad likes it… Yousha Gani
• Indigo because it’s like blue and purple mixed together… Riyaad Varachia
• Red because it’s teeshers favourite colour… Amaani Y Theba
• Blue just because it is… Yusuf G Moosa
• Black because the Kaaba is black… Amaarah S Patel
• Blue because it’s my favourite colour and the sky is blue… Fariha Patel
• Navy blue because my dada likes it and it’s my favourite colour… Muhammad Saley
• Red because I’m a boy and I like it… Muhammad Yousuf
• Pink because the butterflies are pink… Imaan Y Theba
• Red because my daddy likes red… Zahraa Hoosen
• Purple because I like it… Imaan Osmany
• Blue because I like it and I’m a boy… Muhammad Suliman
• Pink because you get different types of pink… Naseeha Motala
• Green because Muhammad(S.A.W) liked green… Zahra N Hassen
• Pink because my mummy likes it… Zaynah Loonat
• Blue because I like it… Mustafa Ebrahim
• Purple because it’s my favourite colour… Zinneera Ally
• Pink because girls like pink… Zayyana W Hassan
• Orange because I like it… Zohaib A Merchant

Sparkling Stars are

Crazy for
Colour

Grade 000
Sparkling Stars
 Teacher Faheema

To my ‘Sparkling Stars’…

I’m glad I was your teacher, I love you so much. I’ve watched you learn and grow and change from day to day. Remember all the 
fun we had and things we did, but most of all remember- YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL.

To the Parents…
Thank you for confidently entrusting me with your precious bundles. It has been my pleasure and privilege to watch their 
personalities unfold and marvel at their splendid miracle of development. We have lived, loved, laughed, played, learned and 
enriched our lives together this year. I wish it could go on forever. Take care of them, for they are PRECIOUS!
Thank you for all the joy that you have brought to my life. Remember me in your duas.

Lots of love and duas
Teacher Faheema Laher
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Grade 000
Busy Bees
 Teacher Nabeela

What an amazing year it has been. With mixed feelings, I bid farewell to my Busy Bees. Thinking back it brings me such joy to 
see that my Busy Bees have blossomed into beautiful flowers, each one a star in his/her own way. Everyday was a pleasurable 
day interacting with my Busy Bees, seeing their smiles, listening to their stories and seeing them grow day by day. It was a most 
rewarding experience to have such a beautiful bunch of Busy Bees.

So with many happy memories, remain as sweet as honey and grow from the little things you have learned and become the 
shining stars of tomorrow.

Jazakallah to all the parents for your love and appreciation. It has been my privilege to have your children in my class. 
Remember, these gems of yours need you daily in their development, nurturing, future well-being and success.
Lastly I thank my fellow colleagues for their help and support. It has been another wonderful roller coaster year. May Allah 
Grant you success and bless one and all. Ameen

Lots of Love
Teacher Nabeela Peer

What the

on a rainy day?
• I like to play with my toys.  Ubaid Jamal
• Have ice cream.  Mysha Noor
• Play with my toys. Zuhaira Kathrada
• I like to play with my toys. Fatima Zahra Karim
• Watch TV.  Muhamed Zeyad Bera
• Jump in puddles. Yusayrah Ebrahim Peer
• Eat popcorn, hot chocolate and watch Disney junior. Aasiyah Moosa
• I like to play with my toys and have picnics in my house. Qaila Bhamjee
• Go to my nanie and watch batman. Muhammad Bismillah
• Make a tea party. Layyan Moosa
• Take an umbrella and play in the house. Kayla Mansoor
• Jump in the puddles. Zinneerah Loonat
• I would like to play with my tea cup set also helping mama cook doughnuts. Humayra Seedat
• Swim and play squash. Hamzah Ravat
• Play in the rain. Sabreen Khota
• I like to sleep in my tent. Wafayra Al Khansaa’ Hassem
• I would like to have some bread for breakfast. Muhammed Isa Bhamjee
• I would like to have a picnic in my house. Rumaana Akoob
• Play with my toys. Ammaarah Arbee
• Cook with my mummy doughnuts and eat it. Aymen Shakur

Busy Bees like to do
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Contact:
Yaseen Theba :  084 22 222 22
Feroz Essay : 084 32 786 51

www.visiontactical.co.za
       @visiontactical

Surveillance & Security Solutions.



‘’Friends are like rainbows, they add colour to your life.” (Unknown)
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A Message to
My Kids
Alhamdulillah, this year of mine at HMA has been a year full of beautiful experiences with 
my little ones.

While I have been trying to instil the love of Deen into their hearts,  they have taught me so 
many values and extraordinary qualities just by being around them. They have taught me to 
be happy, to live life to the fullest, to love unconditionally, to laugh everyday, but most of 
all I’ve learnt that while trying to teach our little ones about Life they teach us what Life is 
all about. 

I want to say a big Jazakallah to all the parents for firstly entrusting me with your little 
treasures and most of all giving me the opportunity to be with my kiddies. We have learnt 
so much Alhamdulillah. 

Unfortunately this year is already over. We’ve laughed, played, sang, learnt and enriched 
our lives with the love of Deen this year, Alhamdulillah. I make Dua to Allah Ta’ala that my 
little angels carry with them, practice and propagate all the good that they have learnt,  
In Sha Allah,  Aameen... 

Take care and always remember myself and my family in your humble Duaz.  

Lotsa love
Muallima Nazeera Limalia

Muallima Nazeera
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A Note from
The Coach
Taking up the Job of PE and sports coach I knew there 
would be certain challenges and expectations that 
needed to be met. Having worked with many of the 
children over the past few years was definitely a help. We 
as a group have had a great year with lots of fun, sweat 
and many complaints about laps around the fields. Each 
week I learn new things from the children and I certainly 
hope they learning from my classes. It is such a rewarding 
feeling to see how far they have come with their fitness 
and skills learnt in the sporting department. I’m very proud 
of the children and the positivity they have shown on the 
sports field in competitive play. As well as the discipline 
and challenges they have over come on the physical and 
fitness side of things. I enjoy everyday spent working with 
your children and would like to give a big thank you to the 
HMA staff for all their help and support. 

Colour Me In
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24 VOORTREKKER ROAD,VEREENIGING
Tel:016 422 8269 Email :sales@stxpress.co.za

Wholesale and Retail Suppliers of 
Scholastic & Office Stationery

All Stationery Packs For HMA Students Can Be Supplied & Delivered Free of Charge to Your Door
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Grade 00
Jumping Jellyfish
 Teacher Fatima

To my little Jellyfish, who have grown so much and now swim the waters 
with confidence and great curiosity, know that each one of you are very 
special, and you can do whatever you put your mind to because that’s 
what you have done this year! 

I have enjoyed the time with you, and I wish you only the very best as 
you move on to Grade R. Remember to enjoy all that you learn and 
make time to play, not on your iPad, but out in the fresh air where you 
can use your imagination and grow strong! 

Jazakallah to all the parents for their support, it has been my pleasure 
and privilege to watch your child’s personality unfold day by day.  
May Allah guide them and protect them and grant them success in all 
that they do! With special duas…
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Our pre-primary phase follows a weekly theme curriculum, 
and activities and crafts for the week are built around this 
theme. Fundamental basic themes are imperative at this 
crucial age, and the year is generally kicked off by learning 
about ‘My body,’ ‘Myself’, ‘My family’ and ‘My home.’ 

Learning, growing and change is part of the ethos at HMA, and 
this year our Grade 00 teachers decided to mix it up a bit by 
introducing new themes and exciting new activities. Practical 
learning and imitating real life situations saw our little ones 
enjoying different theme tables, role plays and crafts. 
The classic themes were still incorporated, as the little ones 
always enjoy and look forward to these. Which kid wouldn’t 
when each one of our little ones got to take home their own 
little goldfish the day the pet shop visited us for our ‘pets’ 
theme. 

While South Africans took to the polls in May, our little 
ones also voted for their favourite SA city in our HMA polls. 
Teachers created a life like voting station, and while there 

was lots of lobbying on the teacher’s part- for Cape Town, 
Durban and Johannesburg, Durban won in a landslide – must 
have something to do with all those Durban getaways our 
little ones get treated to! 

Our travel theme took our little ones to Mexico, India, Paris and 
Italy. From checking their bags through security at the airport, 
getting their passports stamped and enjoying the delicious 
cuisine of that particular country, a fun and educational week 
was had by all. 

Amongst others, our little ones learnt about fire and water 
safety in our ‘keeping safe’ theme, as well as the importance 
of recycling. It is never too early to start educating our kids on 
these pertinent issues. By combining real-life exercises with 
fun activities our kids enjoyed and learnt about practical life 
lessons in their build up to grade R. 

Bibi Ayesha Seedat

Terrific Themes
with the 00’s



Allah Ta’alah has blessed us with fingers, amazing fingers, that can do so many things... so I asked the Jumping Jellyfish what do their fingers like to do…
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Grade 00
Brilliant Butterflies
 Teacher Ayesha

Assalamualaikum
As I bid farewell to my beautiful Brilliant Butterflies, I cannot help but feel sad, yet overcome with pride as well. My bunch this 
year has truly been one of a kind, and I will miss each unique personality greatly.  It has truly been an amazing year – from 
dinosaur excursions to lion cubs at school, I have enjoyed every second, and hope each one of my kids has too. I would like to 
thank every parent for allowing me to be a part of your child’s life at this crucial and pivotal time.

To my colleagues whom have always been there to support and guide me, we actually made it to the end! Alhamdulillah!  
I dedicate the following poem that I penned to my wonderful brilliant butterflies. 

The Brilliant Butterflies

 love it when their mums….
• ‘… takes me out for ice cream when she takes her car to wash’  - Humayra Hassen
• ‘…cooks for me tuna and makes strawberry milkshakes’ - Fatima Muhammed 
• ‘…feeds me, baths me and makes me soup’ - Diyaanah Asvat 
• ‘… takes me to Spur…. Oh and also when she takes me to Cape Town’ - Uwais Koor 
• ‘….gives me a tight hug when I come to school.’ - Sahla Loonat 
• ‘….makes chips and cakes for me.’ - Marwa Shali 
• ‘…..cooks rice for me and takes me shopping.’ - Sabreen Mamdoo 
• ‘….makes me toast and buys me toys.’ - Asad Martinus 
• ‘….when she makes me soup and makes toast for me.’ - Tasnim Techema
• ‘…cooks for me, plays with me tennis and takes me to special places.’ - Amaan Mohamed 
• ‘..lets me play outside.’ -Danyaal Cassim 
• ‘..buys me toys and cooks nice rice.’ -Ammaar Sharfoddin
• ‘..gives me pasta and lets me play in the mud.’ -Yahya Muhammad 
• ‘..brings me to school.’ - Husna Hassam 
• ‘..buys me ice-cream and makes me food.’ - Sana Ashtari 
• ‘…makes me pasta, plays with me and lies down with me.’ - Ameera Nosarka
• ‘…makes yummy things like pizza and pasta.’ - Muhammad Rayan Ismail
• ‘…makes me waffles, buys me sweets and makes me candyfloss.’ - Nawal Kaka Muhammad 
• ‘..bakes yummy cupcakes and cakes for me.’ - Shiza Areff 
• ‘..bakes with me, and when we eat yummy food together.’ -Leeyah Ismail 

What will they be like?
Will they like drawing, or riding a bike? 
What personalities I got to know.. 
Each special in their own way.. 
As they always show. 

Theres the active, playful boys..
Uwais, Ammaar and Danyaal..
The quieter, gentler lot..
Amaan, Asad and Yahya..
All, always ready to tell you things..
About their pets, their narnies, 
And you should see the things they bring! 

The girls can be loud too..
But oh so sweet..
Shiza, Fatima, Sana too..
Love talking about anything.. 
From horses to the zoo. 

The sweethearts are quieter, but make their presence 
known, 
Sabreen, Husna, Humayra as well..
Oh look how they’ve grown! 

There are the singers too..
Sahla loves belting out her beautiful voice..
Leeya gives such wonderful hugs.. 
Loving her is not a choice! 

Diyaanah and Tasnim love their art.. 
Everything for them has to be smart.. 
Fatima and Marwa are crazy about toys.. 
From blocks to play dough.. 
They even play with the boys! 

Ameera loves show and tell..
She does amazingly well.. 
Nawal and Muhammed Ray have stories galore, 
From Canada to soccer and Dubai holidays.. 
Just when you think you’ve heard enough, 
You will hear some more! 

20 little butterflies I got to nurture and watch grow..
A greater honor I can think not of..
I am proud to have been part of such an important time..
A sweeter more unique class would be hard to find! 

Please remember me in your duas….
Teacher Bibi Ayesha Seedat 20
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*Conditions apply. Facebook: www.facebook.com/
DebonairsPizza. Twitter: @DebonairsPizza. Visit 
www.debonairspizza.co.za for nutritional information.

THINKING ABOUT  

PIZZA NOW? PIZZA NOW?PIZZA NOW?

NORWOOD 011 728 3370

TRY SOMETHING AMAZING

FREE DELIVERY* 

Grade 00
Bouncing Bunnies
 Teacher Tasnim

To my Bouncy Bunnies…

I still remember the day you first walked into my class
And I promised you we were going to have a blast.

I can’t believe the year is over
And I am so sad that I have to hand you over,
But I know, that no matter where you go,
You will always grow and go with the flow.

For we have “Travelled around the World”
And “Into Space” and I am grateful that we “Kept Safe.”

You were amazing shopkeepers on “Market day”,
And I loved listening to your thoughts of,
“What you would like to become one day.”
 
We roared like lions “In the Jungle”
And swam like fish “Under the Sea”
And in all of this, we learnt our ABC.

We explored our “Heritage” and were  
“Proud to be South African,”
When, Aunty Masegho sang us our National Anthem.

We had our good days and bad days  
(“Changing Weather” theme)
Our up’s and down’s (“Opposites” theme)
You sometimes felt angry and sometimes sad
But most of the time you were glad (“Feelings” theme)

And now the time has come for me to let you fly,
From little caterpillars into amazing butterflies  
(“Life Cycle” theme)

Love Teacher Tasnim

To my mums and dads…

I’ve worked with your flower.
And helped it to grow.
I’m returning it now.
But I want you to know… 
This flower is precious.
As dear as can be.
Love it, take care of it.
And you will see…
A bright new bloom,
With every day,
It grew and blossomed.
In such a wonderful way.
In January just a bud.
In June, a beautiful bloom;
Now a lovely blossom
I’m returning with such gloom .
For, this flower,
As dear as can be.
Though rightfully yours.
A part will always belong to me!

Teacher Tasnim

This page was sponsored by:
Imtiaz Noorbhai & Family

The Bouncy Bunnies

would like to travel to...
• London - Reyhaan Akoojee
• Knysna - Danyaal Alli
• India - Yusairah Ally
• Durban - Zaeem Carrim
• Kruger Park - Huzaifah Chotia
• Cape Town - Muadh Cornelius
• Paris - Tahiyya Darsot
• America, to Disneyland - Aalia Essack
• Durban - Rishaad Essop
• New York - Asma Khan

• America, to Disneyland - Sa’eed Mayat
• Disneyland - Rayya Moola
• Durban - Aaliya Moosa
• Makkah - Muhammed Norsaka
• Durban - Zahraa Noorbhai
• North America - Nu’aym Rasool
• Durban - Abdullah Sarang
• Mauritius - Zayyaan Sayed
• Durban - Yusuf Suleman
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With Love 
From 

The Bouncy 
Bunnies 



What Bouncy Bunnies think is their favourite of Allah’s creations…Islamiaat
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The value of money is often a difficult concept for our little ones to grasp. Our Teachers try, in everything we do, to make 
things as real and as tangible as possible so that our kids may learn from real life experiences that will stay with them for years 
to come. This is exactly what the goal at HMA’s first market day was. Coupled with this, mums were briefed on getting their 
little ones as involved as possible in their stall project – be it making something to sell or simply helping mum choose which 
chocolate to buy and resell, kids were involved in every step of the entrepreneurship process. 

Each Grade 00 class also had a class project – making something in class that was resold on the day. The Brilliant Butterflies 
painted and decorated beautiful one of a kind jars for mums to use in their kitchens, while the Jumping Jellyfish got creative 
in the kitchen and baked the most decadent chocolate chip cookies! The Bouncy Bunnies however, really considered their 
target market well, as their original recipe book that contained all the little kids’ favourite recipes was a hot seller, so much so, 
that they had orders for more! 

Our kids and mums did not fail to impress on the day – with many original and tasty eats on sale as well as activities for the kids! 
From the mini ‘carnival’ to the ‘traffic land,’ the kids and adults alike had a blast, munching on chocolate strawberries, snacks 
in a jar and corn on a stick! 

Our little ones manned their stalls well, with some of them even setting up little toy tills filled with their change! 
At the end of the day, stalls were sold out, and exhausted and happy kids made their way home with a bucketful of change! 
The idea of learning about the value of money as well as the hard work that goes into making a profit was definitely better 
conceptualised by our kids. See you there next year! 

As the kick off for the first World Cup match of 2014 drew nearer, South Africans around the country were reminiscing about the diski 
dance, the vuvuzelas and the late nights of 2010. 

HMA had to give our little ones a taste of this incredible sport, and the third term ended with ‘World Cup Week’ in our pre-primary 
phase. Every class took on a country, and our kids spent the week learning about their respective countries. From the Amazon 
jungle in Brazil, to the sugary sweet ‘dulce de leche’ that the Argentinians enjoy, it was truly an educational week. Our corridors were 
donned with Spanish bulls, English flags, Dutch tulips and the infamous Eifel tower – to name a few of the things our little ones learnt 
about. The week culminated in ‘Football Friday’ where each class came dressed in their countries colours, and practiced soccer 
skills on the Astroturf a wonderful exercise in gross motor skills. While our little ones might not have been aware of the history that 
was made in our beautiful country in 2010, HMA definitely gave them a taste of the ‘beautiful game’ in 2014! 

For franchise opportunities call Luis Ferreira 082 456 5763

www.adegas.co.za
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Preschool Events
DOUGLASDALE FARM

Our visit to Douglasdale is always a lovely mix of learning and having 
fun. Our learners enjoyed the beautiful open spaces, the lush green 
grass, blowing dandelions, and chasing butterflies!   
                                                                                                   
Making the connection between the cow and milk was a little bit 
confusing for some of our little ones who insisted that their mums get 
milk from Woolworths, but our tour guide did an excellent job explaining 
very simply to our learners where milk comes from. Everyone got 
to feed the cows and then it was off to the factory to see how milk 
is pasteurised and then packaged. We drove back with many of our 
learners having a good nap in the bus and looking forward to drinking 
their Douglasdale milk – for strong bones and muscles!

SPECIAL VISITS
Our themes come alive with special visits in the year and this year our 
learners got to interact with many different professionals during their 
theme on ‘What I want to be when I grow up.’ 

Dentist Sameera Yusuf Mia made cleaning our teeth fun and had many 
of our little ones vowing never to eat sweets … at least for a little while! 

Moulana Ridwaan explained to our learners the responsibilities of 
an Imaam and inspired many of our boys, while the girls enjoyed the 
company of Muallimah Lutfiyah who talked about how to become an 
Aalima. 

A visit to the doctor is what most kids dread, but when Dr Tasneem 
Kadwa came to visit HMA, the stethoscope and tongue depressor 
became so much fun that everyone wanted a check-up! 

Professional baker Fatima Peer from ‘Cupcakes and Love’ came very 
organised, with every learner given the opportunity to decorate a 
cupcake and learn about what ingredients go into her delicious cakes. 

Rescue 786 and the Rosebank Fire Department took the time to join 
us at HMA with their emergency vehicles to explain to our learners the 
importance of their jobs. Exploring the fire engine and ambulance was 
very exciting and more importantly we learnt about fire safety and what 
to do in an emergency in a very fun way! 

Physiotherapist Nasreen Dursot explained to our learners in a very 
simple and practical way what her job involves and how important it is 
to look after our bodies and eat healthy food. We learnt how to carry our 
school bags properly and have good posture.

Building wafer houses in class which didn’t last too long because they 
were so yummy, we asked Shaheed Johnson to come and visit to 
explain to our learners how houses are built! With hard hat and tool 
belt, we laid the foundation, built the walls, added the windows and 
don’t forget the roof! Hard work, being a builder!                                                                                                  

Jazakallah to all who volunteered and made time to join us at the HMA, 
our theme came alive!

HMA GOES GREEN !
The HMA has always encouraged learners to recycle and many of our 
learners bring recycled items each week which we use for our arts and 
crafts activities. These items can be turned into hungry caterpillars or 
rockets that can fly into space when they would otherwise be thrown 
away, and the kids love to tell mum or dad what was actually used to 
make our craft for the day. 

Our theme for dress up in the first term was ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’ 
and our learners made newspaper and dustbin bags look like fabulous 
outfits good enough to grace the catwalks. For accessories we had 
belts made of foil, a hat made from cupcake holders and even sandals 
made from a cereal box. We had fun talking about what items we were 
wearing and reinforced the all-important message of keeping our 
planet ‘clean and green!’

DAYS OF THE DINOSAUR
Tyrannosaurus rex towered over our little ones, its yellow eyes peering 
down at its prey, suddenly the dinosaur roars and lifts its sharp-clawed 
forearms looking like it is ready to attack! For some of our learners who 
had spent the previous week learning about dinosaurs in picture books, 
our teachers first had to do some convincing that the T- rex at our first 
exhibit was not real! 

Our learners experienced the Jurassic life on this very exciting 
excursion, discovering, learning and having loads of fun. With over 40 
animatronic exhibits, we enjoyed learning to pronounce the names of 
all the dinosaurs and also guessing which ones were herbivores and 
carnivores from the size of their teeth. Truly amazing creatures! As we 
drove back to school I heard one of our learners say that it would be 
pretty awesome if dinosaurs were still around…        

REACHING OUT…
If we are to develop our learners, we need to make them aware of the 
realities facing the world, so that they can be active participants in the 
environments that they encounter. The plight of the Palestinian people 
was what every learner wanted to express, even our Toddlers. Innocent 
children with no concept of the war were losing their lives and we felt 
helpless. We needed to show our learners that we cannot just sit and 
watch the crisis on TV, we can help, and we can make a difference! 
And so, together with the Gift of the Givers, we ran the R100 pledge 
and raised a total of R18 000 which went towards the purchase of an 
ambulance. Our learners came dressed in Palestinian colours, waving 
their Palestinian flags and chanted in support of the people of Gaza.
 Our ’67 minutes’ was also dedicated to Roseneath Primary School who 
run a feeding scheme at their school. The aim of Mandela Day this year 
was to eradicate hunger, and together with the Caring Women’s Forum 
(who gave us the opportunity), we collected tin food for the school. Our 
learners collected a total of 330 cans which they arranged on the astro-
turf in the number ’67.’Roseneath School was very appreciative. Well 
done to everyone who supported these initiatives. May Allah grant us 
empathy and the ability to make a difference! 
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Preschool Events

South Africa is truly a Rainbow Nation and exposing our children to 
different cultures and religions is part of developing tolerance and 
respect. Our Preschool learners came dressed up in a wide variety of 
traditional African clothing, and with many of our learners coming from 
varied backgrounds themselves, we had all the colours of the rainbow. 

Our assistants and teachers joined in the dress-up, and we learnt some 
Sotho and Zulu from Aunty Maria and Lizzy! Then it was time to enjoy 
our lunch- Boerie rolls and Koeksisters, lekker! The Foundation Phase 
learners showed their support for Heritage month by dressing up in 
abayas and kurtas to show our Islamic Heritage.

HERITAGE DAY AT THE HMA

ML ARAFAT VISIT
“There has come to you Ramadan,” conveyed our beloved Nabi SAW 
to us, in truth.“A blessed month which Allah has enjoined you to fast, 
during which the gates of heaven are opened and the gates of Hell are 
closed, and the rebellious devils are chained up. In it there is a night 
which is better than a thousand months, and whoever is deprived of its 
goodness is indeed deprived.”
Alhamdulillah, our little ones were privileged to have the presence of 
well renowned Ulama Moulana Arafat Hattia on the 27th June to give 
us a talk on the importance of the month of Ramadaan as well as all 
the Ibadat that should be performed during the course of this Blessed 
month.  Sincere thanks and appreciation goes out to Moulana for giving 
us some of his time.  May Allah Ta’ala reward you immensely, Aameen. 

CHARITY AT HOUGHTON MUSLIM    
                                 ACADEMY

Nabi (S.A.W) has said, “Every good deed is charity.”

Alhamdulillah at Houghton Muslim Academy we are encouraging our 
learners to practice this hadith. Every Tuesday delighted Houghton 
Primary learners receive sandwiches from our school. Houghton 
Primary is very grateful to all those parents who have contributed 
weekly to this noble act. 

In Sha Allah, your efforts will be accepted by Almighty Allah. We urge 
our learners to keep on practicing this noble deed as they grow older. 
In Sha Allah!

ZAIN BHIKA VISIT
Zain visited HMA on Wednesday 14 May and began with his nasheed, 
Thank you Allah. He involved learners in his melodious singing of 
various nasheeds by calling them up and giving them a microphone to 
sing along with him. By far the most popular one was, O Shaytaan, I’m 
going to throw you down right into the ground. 

We take this opportunity to thank Zain for his performance and wish 
him many successes.  

SPRING DAY
Spring surely sprung at HMA in September. Little hands were 
overflowing with picnic baskets, hats, blankets and an array of colourful 
flowers. Alhamdulillah, the sun shone brightly, educators were in the 
spring spirit, the birds were chirping, the bees and butterflies were 
busy and so were our kids. Learners had a spring in their step and a 
shimmer in their eye as they excitedly dug holes and then filled them 
with flowers. The picnic was the cherry on the top. A yummy relaxing 
end to a busy and successful Spring day. HMA gardens are filled with 
flowers in full blossom created especially for you by your little one. It’s 
wonderful to see how our learners continue to keep ‘an eye’ on their 
beautiful flowers. Jazakallah, to all who contributed seedlings for the 
day and for always making it possible for us to create memorable 
moments with your children.  

PLANETARIUM AND SCI BONO 
Learning was taken to a whole new dimension as the Grade 1’s and 2’s 
blasted off into space at the planetarium. It was an opportunity for our 
leaners to realise the greatness of Allah (SWA). 

Forget jetlag, there was no stopping there, our young engineers 
conquered Sci Bono enthralled by the gizmos. Murray and Roberts 
was recruiting and our little builders wasted no time getting down to 
business. BMW assist had our learners on call as their imaginations 
sped off in a fully kitted BMW. Lego’s, laser’s, dinosaurs and much more 
took our children to worlds they could never imagine before.  

It was amazing to watch their faces light up. The thrill and excitement 
in their voices can still be heard today as they relate their experiences. 
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….. A Lion cub visits you at school of course! You can only 
imagine the shrieks of excitement and nervousness 
amongst our little ones (and some teachers!) when Lory 
Park Zoo visited us at the end of the third term! What a 
wonderfully fun day it was for all, learning about and 
handling bullfrogs, hedgehogs, bearded dragons and 
stroking a leopard tortoise. Some of our little ones were 
even brave enough to make contact with the snake!  The 
highlight of the day, however, had to be Harmony, the lion 
cub! Casually strolling amongst our kids and allowing them 
to pet and cuddle her was truly a treat for all. Exposure to 
different animals is imperative in teaching our little ones 
respect for all of Allah’s creation, no matter how big or 
small! 

Subhanallah!  

You know you
live in Africa
when...
Bibi Ayesha Seedat
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I start my day with 25 amazing hugs. They are not half hugs, but tight embraces that say I love you. The amazing thing about kids is 
that they love unconditionally.

There are so many parts of my job that I could write about, but I would have to say that the greatest thing is getting to be part 
of such a wonderful stage of development. I have tried my best to teach them the most important things like, to be kind to their 
family and friends, to appreciate the world around them and to paint what they think about. But most of all, I have tried to teach 
them to love life and to love learning.

My only hope is that they can hold onto these lessons as they grow older. Life is a beautiful and interesting fairytale, always 
remember to cherish every moment.

Love you always my Shining Stars.
Teacher Raeesa

Grade R
Teacher Raeesa
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The Bird Park
Grade R Excursion

Allah SWT has truly placed on Earth such wonders that we may 
marvel at His Might and Power. 

The Grade R excursion to the Bird Park in Fourways was one such 
experience! Learners, assistants and educators alike, were all in 
awe at the variety and magnificence of the Bird Park’s residents.

While some were enthralled by the flamingoes in all their pink 
pageantry others were captivated by the hunting prowess and 
speed of the hawks. Certain species of hawks are the fastest 
animals on the planet, able to reach speeds of up to 322km/h! 

The bird park offers a journey through the bird kingdom and an 
entertaining bird show that was at once fascinating and funny. 

We are thankful to the Almighty who has blessed us with all the 
wonders of the world and the opportunity to witness them. 

The Teddy bear clinic is an organization that provides therapy, 
counselling and safety for children who have been abused. 
They work with communities and schools empowering them 
with knowledge and skills. 

In April 2014 the Teddy Bear Clinic paid a visit to HMA to 
thank learners for their generous contribution towards their 
organization. The funds were for the traveling expenses of 
children who were underprivileged to seek treatment  
at their clinic. HMA collected the amount of R10 837,25.

We greatly appreciate all contributions made 
towards this course. May Allah (S.W.T) reward 
you abundantly for your generosity. 

The Teddy Bear
Clinic 
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Thank you to my Grade Rs for a memorable and beautiful year. 

I believe you say it best...

Grade R
Teacher Somayya
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My favorite part of Grade R was...

Painting. Spring Day when we planted flowers.

Spring Day because we didn’t 
wear our uniforms.

Art

Painting.

Doing PE. Handwriting. Rice Art.

Art.

Art.

Madressah work.

Playing Outside.
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When I did rice art. Handwriting.

Madressah
 When I did art.

Art. Making my friends laugh.

Reading readers. When we had a class party.

My teacher. Painting. When I did the birds with rice art.

 When we did the rice parrot.  When I did rice art birds. 

My favorite part of Grade R was...
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Fatima Areff

Excursion
Grade 1 and 2

It was certainly a roaring experience for our learners to see lions, tigers and cheetahs lazing around, cuddling together and walking 
around. The owls definitely added to the excitement and were a hoot. Some of our more adventurous little ones got to touch a cub 
and they enjoyed having hands on experience with the tortoise, iguana etc. 

The highlight of their trip was reading Zohr salaat in congregation at the Nizamiye Musjid. The art gallery at the musjid was also very 
informative and enlightening.

A Message to
Grade 1a & 1b

Alhamdulillah, Allah has given me the opportunity to have 
taught you this year. I will treasure every moment we spent 
together. Grade One’s, you have taught me many valuable 
lessons and I am grateful  
to all of you. I make dua to Allah to keep all of you safe and 
protected in his mercy and may Allah use all of you for the 
service of his deen.

 Aameen

Muallima Luthfiya Mayet

We Build  
Some Of The Fastest  
Growing Brands Out There!

For The Past Few Years Merloni Has Been The Driving Force Behind The Online Brand Strategies 

Of Numerous Companies In South Africa And Across The Globe. We Have Successfully Translated 

Complex Business Requirements Into Practical And Workable Web Development. We Employ A 

Team Of Dedicated Professionals, Who Specialize In Different Technical, Design And Business 

Skill Sets. Our Professionals Share A Common Aim, The Pursuance Of Perfection In Our Work. 

The Merloni Team Is Fully Focused On Delivering The Desired Results On Time, Every Time. 

Team Members Are Open To Ideas And Always Eager To Explore Any Avenue When It Comes 

To Delivering The Right Solution For Your Brand And Web Presence. We Strive To Effectively 

Understand Your Requirements, Which In Turn Allows Us To Deliver Your Tailor Made Solution 

That Remains Innovative In Structure And Design.

T:	 011	483	0761		•			F:	086	588	7778		•			C:	084	222	2222			•			yaseen@merloni.co.za		•			www.merloni.co.za

This magazine was  
designed by Merloni

merloni
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Someone once said parting is such sweet sorrow. Now that I have to bid Al-wida to my Grade 1 class I know just how bitter sweet 
this experience is. While I am sad to see my little fledglings fly off, I am also very proud, Alhumdullilah, to see how they have grown 
physically as well as intellectually.

They entered Grade 1 anxious about making new discoveries and learning the Qalam of Allah. It is so pleasing to observe how
confidently they read, write and calculate. More importantly they have done so while practicing the etiquettes of Islam - like 
observing the Salaam.

It has been a privilege for me to teach the Grade 1 class of 2014. I thank the parents for entrusting your children in my care. May Allah 
always guide them and keep them in His care.

The class of 2014 invites you to share our Grade 1 experience.

Fatima Areff

Grade 1A
Teacher Fatima
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My year at HMA in Grade 1 has been the most eventful and productive year of my teaching career. It has been exciting to see 
such bright learners reach new levels of learning. Each of your children has brought such joy and happiness to our classroom.  
 
I was so fortunate to have such a wonderful group of children this past year. My friends and family often laugh at me when I refer 
to your children as “my kids”. They are like my own children. They all have touched my life this school year in a very positive and 
rewarding way. 

Grade 1B
Teacher Shaazia Laher
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Words cannot express the love and bond Allah 
has placed in my heart for all of you. I am truly 
blessed and grateful to Allah for granting me the 
opportunity to have been your teacher for the last 
two years. Each one of you is special in your own 
unique way. My dua for all of you is that Allah keep 
you safe, protected and in the service of his deen. 
I wish you only the best for the future. Remember 
me in your duas as you will always be in mine.  

In Sha Allah 

A Message to
Grade 2
Muallima Luthfiya Mayet



Islamiaat
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My dearest Grade 2’s, 
Each of you has given of your absolute best, and worked really hard this year. There are no 
words to describe how proud I am of you. I am definitely not the same teacher that stepped 
into our classroom at the beginning of the year. I have changed and grown too and that’s all 
because of you. After spending a year with you I feel as if you are my own, we shared difficult 
times and happy moments and it’s hard to let you go. I know you will do absolutely well in 
Grade 3 and I send lots of love and dua’s for you as you move forward in life. I will continue 
to brag about how wonderful you are and will look forward to hearing your stories of learning 
and exploration when I see you around next year. In Sha Allah!

Dear parents, Jazakallah so much for your patience and understanding throughout the year. 
You have raised absolutely incredible individuals. Alhamdullilah!

Teacher Tasneem 

So I asked the Grade 2’s to break down the word classroom for me... 

Grade 2
Teacher Tasneem

 This is their definition of an

ideal classroom. 

C -cosy

L - lovely

A - awesome 

S - smart

S - special

R - right

O - outstanding

O - outrageous

M - marvellous
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... simplicity in legal practice

Your legal specialists in...

• Conveyancing and property law
• Corporate and commercial law
• Estate planning & deceased estates

Partners: Nazeer Ahmed Saley BA LLB (Wits) | Zeenat Hoosen LLB (Wits) (Conveyancer & Notary Public) | Nazrana Laher BA LLB (Wits)

28 The Avenue, Orchards, 2192, Johannesburg
+27 11 728 6666 | law@slhinc.co.za

 



Is Integration a good idea?
Down Syndrome

A person who has Down syndrome is born with as an extra 
copy of chromosome 21 in the cells of their body. They 
have distinct facial features which have nothing to do with 
level of cognitive functioning. Some children will be more 
challenged to learn, than others. The most important thing 
to understand is that this is a child first - a child who has the 
same needs as all other children.

Growing research findings on the benefits of integration has 
led many families and educationalists all around the world 
to opt for ‘mainstream’ education. Evidence indicates that 
a child with Down syndrome can gain significantly from the 
language and social skills that they observe in the regular 
school environment. They thrive with exposure to the rich 
language and play experiences they witness around them. 
Other children, too, benefit from having a child with special 
needs in the class. They develop their nurturing skills while 
learning not to smother and, most importantly, they learn 
to accept differences by this early exposure. Children with 
Down syndrome are usually not “difficult” and tend to be 
popular members of their class.
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Family Medical Practice
Houghton/Oaklands/Norwood/Killarney & 

surrounding areas

General/Family Practioners 
available by appointment at

4 African Street
Oaklands

Johannesburg

Additional Services
Childhood Vaccinations from birth

Travel Vaccinations 
inc 

Haj/Umrah/Yellow fever
Malaria Prevention

Referral base to specialist
Physiotherapt available from 2015

Contact 
Dr. Nazmeera Gani 074 112 5064 

or 
Dr Yakub Essack 082 809 1182 (sms only)

DR FAWZIA KADWA
dental surgeon

• Cosmetic and restorative dentistry 
(implants, crowns & bridges)

• Extractions incl. surgical extractions of 
wisdoms, root canals, dentures

• Teeth whitening
• Child friendly

VISIT OUR REVAMPED PREMISES

Address : 99 7th Avenue
   Mayfair
Tel : 011 837 4026
   011 837 1348 

MAKING BEAUTIFUL SMILES FOR LIFE



 
 
 
                                                                
 
 
                 
 
The Art and Crafts classes which are offered weekly teach kids  
the fundamentals of art by using a variety of art tools, materials and 
techniques to help bring out a child’s creativity. The classroom has a fun, 
relaxed atmosphere where each child progresses at their own speed to develop  
their imagination and skill. 
 
Why is art good for children? 
 
Art Generates a Love of Learning & Creativity 
Art is Eternal 
Art Develops the Whole Brain 
Art Teaches Problem Solving 
Art Awakens the Senses 
Art Improves Holistic Health 
Art Supports Emotional Intelligence 
Art Prepares Kids for the Future 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Asma Nosarka 
 
082 489 3002 
artandcrafts@hotmail.com  
 

	  

	  

	  

Tumbling Tigerz
We have enjoyed the past 3 years working with HMA and have had great fun with your children. Watching them develop physically 
and athletically over the past year has been remarkable and rewarding for all of us the coaches. We thank the teachers and 
parents for all the support and we look forward to working closely with the school for many years to come. To learn more and find 
out what your children have been doing at Tumbling Tigerz, please check out our website: www.tumblingtigerz.co.za

Extra Mural Activities

Football Frenzy
We have had a great year with the boys and girls of Football Frenzy. We started off with a small group and have ended the year 
with the future soccer stars playing friendly matches against each other. Learning the fundamentals for any aspiring soccer 
player; from heading, to shooting, to passing and to dribbling at football frenzy they learn all the skills needed for their future 
footballing endeavors. We can’t wait to get next season started:) 

Wish For Kids Speech and Drama
Confidence, articulation, imagination, creativity, energetic and a dynamic class.
Wish for Kids speech and drama classes have been active at the school since inception. We are proud to say we started out from 
the very humble beginnings and Alhamdulillah are still successfully operating at the school.
Initially we started out with 6 children but today with the blessings of the Almighty we are running three sessions at the school.
Our classes are fun based – laughter, drama, energy and positivity form the basis of our class.
We focus on building up the confidence of our students through drama and play. With the tools and skills that the children are 
taught, they learn to lose inhibitions and build confidence which lead to the development of a healthy self- esteem.
Clarity of speech, rhythm, tone, articulation, expression, fluency and of course improvement of vocabulary and speech is all part 
of the session.
Confidence, enthusiasm, clarity and perfection in speech are a true reflection of what Wish for Kids stand for.

Educational Psychologist
Educational Psychologists focus on the psycho-social, emotional and intellectual development of children in relation to their 
environment, that is, parents, siblings, family, teachers, peers, school, etc. The Educational Psychologist provides a dynamic 
therapeutic interpersonal relationship with the child in order for the child to fully express and explore the self or internal world. 
The therapist facilitates the development of a safe relationship for the child’s feelings, thoughts, experiences and behaviors. In 
order to assist the child holistically within a system the following services are offered: Play Therapy; Adolescent Counselling; 
Group Therapy; Parent Support or Counselling; Family Therapy; Individual Counselling; Trauma  Debriefing; Psycho-Educational 
Assessments; School Readiness Assessments; Remedial and Learning Support; School and Teacher Support.  
              
“Outer, physical light comes from the sun, while inner light comes from the reflection of the rays of Divine Glory. 
The light which shines in the eye is really the light of the heart, while the light which infuses the heart is the light of God, which is 
pure and unconnected to the light of intellect and sense..” Rumi

Every being whether child or adult is light and deserves to be treated with love. When pain turns into love and spiritual joy, ‘roses 
and lilies fill the garden of your soul!’

Shireen Ismail
Educational Psychologist
0835814140

Occupational Therapy
Occupational Therapy aims to assist children to meet their full potential through play, specialist and assistive technology. 
Assessment and treatment appropriate to each child’s age and abilities is provided. A unique child-centred approach is used, 
reaching the specific needs of each child with careful handling and a specific goal directed approach to therapy. 
Children treated include those with poor concentration, muscle strength deficiencies, motor control and praxis difficulties, 
emotional and behavioural difficulties, poor spelling, reading and handwriting.

Areas of treatment include:
 Gross Motor Skills – postural control, muscle tone, motor development, planning and organisation.
• Fine Motor Skills – eye hand co-ordination, bilateral co-ordination, hand function, pencil control, handwriting and cutting skills.
• Visual Perception skills – spatial perception, discrimination, figure- ground, visual memory and closure skills.

Aamena Laher 
Occupational Therapist BSC (OT) WITS

082 691 0277 
aamena.lahr@gmail.com

Speech Therapist and Audiologist

Communication is the cornerstone of human existence. Learning 
takes place through the process of communication. Children with 
communication disorders often have difficulty listening to and 
understanding language, expressing language, misunderstand social 
cues, struggle with reading and as a result perform poorly academically. 
As a Speech-Language Therapist at HMA, I assess and treat children who 
may have speech, language and other communication related disorders. 
Assessment and treatment of children’s communication problems 
is not done in isolation, but collaboratively with parents, teachers and 
therapists. I endeavour to integrate children’s communication goals with 
academic and social goals.
Let us as a community of HMA come together as we commit ourselves 
to empowering our children. Equipping them with the best of their skills 
and enhancing their development will In Sha Allah, allow them to achieve 
their best potential!
If you have any concerns or just want to chat about your child’s 
communication development, please feel free to contact me, under NO 
obligation!
Jazakallahu Khairun

DILSHAAD EBRAHIM
Speech Therapist and Audiologist BA Speech and Hearing Therapy (Wits)

M Early Childhood Intervention (UP)
Practice number: 082000222984                                                                        
Contact number: 083 262 9370                                                                          
Email: dilshaad.e@gmail.com                                                                                              
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Computers 4 Kids
We offer an online ICT curriculum 
that is CAPS aligned and 
approved for use in schools in 
South Africa.  So, while your child 
will be acquiring ICT skills and 
navigating computer applications 
we will also be reinforcing 
themes and topics covered in 
the classroom. It is a fun and easy 
program to give your children 
the opportunity to experience 
technology and learning. 
 
We will cover:
• Maths
• Life orientation
• Creative arts
• Technology
• Natural sciences
• Social sciences and
• Language.
All through the use of exciting 
computer applications. Don’t 
miss the opportunity to give your 
children technology skills.

Enquire about our classes as well 
as holiday classes.
 
Contact Nevash
Tel: 082 468 4972



Houghton Muslim Association
52 Second Avenue, Houghton 2198
P.O. Box 1274, Houghton, 2041

BOYS HIFZ CLASS

GIRLS HIFZ CLASS

Grades one to seven
Dedicated Grade R
Open Class

Faculty for Arabic studies
Quranic Literacy

Oral Deeniyaat
Basic Surahs and  Essential Duas

Deeniyaat
Fiqh, Aqaaid, Hadeeth, History, Akhlaaq
External examinations

Weekly Revert Classes

All classes are approx. 2 hours daily.

Enrolments for all grades are open

Syllabus 
Comprises 

(011) 728 7117
086 659 9194 
madrasahprincipal@hma.org.za
www.hmacademy.co.za
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Stockist of                        
designer Satin Sameera 
Kaftans at unbeatable 

prices —  Various         
colours, styles and        

sizes available 

We courier country wide 

Become an agent for 
ZAIVA COLLECTION    

and take advantage of 
our wholesale prices 

Contact us today : 

Cell: 084 2987 786 
Email: zaivacollection@gmail.com 

   
   

ZAIVA COLLECTIONZAIVA COLLECTIONZAIVA COLLECTION   
Timeless Fashion, Vintage PassionTimeless Fashion, Vintage Passion  

Short Sleeves       
for only              

R 140 

Long Sleeves 
for only        

R 160 

Kiddies Sizes 
from only      

R 80 

HABIBI FITNESS

• We specialise in all your physical well being
• Professional and highly experienced in delivering 

results
• Physical preparation for sports and general well 

being
• Get your mobility, fitness and strength back
• Growth and development (children)
• Flexible schedule
• Affordable
• Private facility for your comfort

Training covered (there are 10 aspects of fitness)
• Cardiovascular, respiratory endurance, stamina,
• Flexibility, strength, power, speed, coordination, 

agility
• Balance, and accuracy
• Also we focus more on CORE strength and upper 

body strength.
• We use boxing as a warm up or cool down
• There’s a different workout everyday to prepare the 

body   
   for the unknown and unknowable  
• NEVER BORING!!

CONTACT: MUHAMMED MUNSHI
0784583280/ 0734691487

8 WALTER STREET, FELLSIDE, 2192

60 Hummingbird Ave

Ext 1, Lenasia, 1827

(Opening offices in Mayfair West)

Tel : 011 852 9155

Fax: 011 852 9177

email: nazreen@nhamidco.co.za

PRACTITIONER : Nazreen Hamid

B. Comp (Hons), CA (SA), RA IRBA Reg No.  901856

SAIC Membership No. : 05135932

Registered Tax Practitioner

TAX
AUDITING

ACCOUNTING
BBBEE CONSULTANT

COMPANY REGISTRATIONS

BUSY MUMS & DADS  
LOOK NO FURTHER!!!

Need a few more minutes in the morning?
Tired of sitting in rush hour traffic to get kids to 
and from school?
Tired of unreliable transport?

CALL ZUNAID NOW FOR A QUOTE ON:  
084 246 2000….SO WE CAN MAKE YOUR 
LIFE EASIER!

We pride ourselves in providing safe, secure 
and reliable transportation for children to and 
from Houghton Muslim Academy as well as 
transportation to any extra mural activities.
We offer Kids Transport services in Houghton 
and surrounding areas.

Available 
Space

Pulsate 
The Pulse of Medical Excellence

Pulsate, the best in medical excellence is now up and running 
throughout Johannesburg. Having faithfully served the community 
for six years, its founder, Shuaib Ebrahim is an expert in his field, 
and hopes to bring you an array of services ranging from Medical 
Standby’s, to Medical Equipment Supplies and vast voluntary and 
learning  opportunities for those who wish to pursue careers in 
similar fields. Services are available on a 24 hour basis, and Pulsate 
is linked to all medical aids. Patients may also wish to be treated in 
their own capacity where medical aid is not available.
Shuaib Ebrahim is a young, self motivated paramedic who began 
his search for medical distinction at the tender age of 16. 

After practicing as a volunteer, often serving 24 hour shifts for 
three years, amidst the pressure of schooling, lacking sleep, and 
becoming a well known voluntary paramedic among his school 
teachers and peers, Ebrahim went on to complete his formal 
training at age 18 and continued his medical journey.

Ebrahim soon became well known in his community for his 
enthusiasm, empathy, respect and dedication towards those he 
treats, their families and friends alike.

Following his work in various medical organisations, he found 
himself discontented with the services provided for communities, 
and, driven by passion and excellence, determined, and un-
wavered went on to begin his own service. 

“With excellence, quality improvement, and integrity as the basis 
of what we stand for, Pulsate endeavours to serve, with respect, all 
those we treat.” Shuaib

For quality medical assistance,
contact pulsate on 082 714 2446



 

 

 

 

2 Bedroom Simplex and 4 Bedroom Duplex Units conveniently 
located in the sought after leafy suburb of Westcliff. 

Feeder zone to sought after Parkview and Parktown Schools and 
close proximety to some of the best private schools. 

Walking distance to Parkview Golf Club and other sport and 
recreation amenities. 

Greenside and Houghton Masjids within a 6km radius 

All units fitted with alarm systems and a solitary gatehouse monitors 
all visitor access, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Air Conditioned bedrooms are en-suite fitted with luxurious finishes 
and German sanitary fittings throughout. 

Large open plan living areas with contemporary kitchen and 
separate scullery. 

Energy efficient LED lighting, freestanding gas stoves and gas 
geysers with Egoli gas lines. Prepaid electricity and gas meters. 

Spacious garden and first floor units available to rent –                           
Simplex units -133m2 and Duplex units – 285m2 

 

 

 

 

SECURE 
–LUXURY- 
LIVING 

DALE LACE 
PHASE 3 

-WESTCLIFF- 
Occupation – May 2014 

CONTACT                                NAZIR MOOSA – 0828822120 – nmv@valprop.co.za 

 

 

 

 

Providing affordable and sustainable rental 
accommodation in and around Johannesburg 

For a complete property portfolio visit our website 
wwww.valprop.co.za 

A NEW lease ON LIFE 

35 LAWRENCE ROAD 



a c c e s s o r i e s

Phew! How time flies. Feels like only yesterday, we were waiting 
for the doors of HMA to open for the very first time. 7 teachers 
then in total, Grade R the highest grade offered at the time and 
approximately only 40 kids to start the academic year of 2012.
2 years later, forward to 2014… we have a staff compliment of 
15 and a role of 225 kids! I feel proud to say that HMA is best 
equipped with all technological aids which our students 
require and imbibe for their bright futures. Besides a wonderful 
(upcoming) infrastructure, the students of HMA live in an 
atmosphere that has been greatly enriched by a dedicated 
teaching faculty. The school prides itself with a teaching staff 
that is totally devoted to the cause of child development backed 
with rich experience. Often quality workshops are organized to 
motivate teachers and students for a better tomorrow. In our 
curriculum, technology aids, power point presentations, smart 
class room with interactive board and 3D audio visuals are part 
and parcel of our teaching and also not forgetting our sports 
programmes.

Houghton Muslim Academy strives at developing future leaders 
who can lead lives in any dimension and therefore aims to tutor 
its children in an environment where each child can realise his 
innate potential. Our motto, LEARN – PRACTICE - TEACH is for 
our Kids to LEARN something new (ILM), then to PRACTICE it, 
(AMAL) and lastly to TEACH it to others (TAALIM), that is the 
vision we have for our children @ HMA.

Year end is a bitter sweet time as we get to meet new parents 
& kids and also sadly to say farewell to some of our HMA family. 
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all kids who are 
leaving HMA all the best for the future. You will truly be missed! 

Alhamdulillah in April this year Houghton Muslim Academy 
introduced our very first Principal, Mr. Wadvalla who has 
become a pillar of strength and support for us all in the faculty, 
always assisting and offering advice and making sure all is 
running smoothly. I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Mr. Wadvalla for always putting the needs of the school above 
his own and for sharing his wisdom with us all. I pray that Allah 
(SWT) grants you the ability to take HMA to new heights In Sha 
Allah.

To our esteemed board members, Yussuf Bham, Imraan Osman, 
Shayda Arbee, Mohammed Ebrahim Gaba, Moulana Ridwaan 
Hoosen and Irshaad Varachia, shukran for all you do. 2014 
brought about many new challenges which you overcame with 
grace and determination.

To all the wonderful teachers at HMA : Fatima Mayet , Faheema 
, Nabeela , Bibi Ayesha , Tasnim , Humsheera , Safiyya, Somayya 
,Fatima Areff, Shaazia , Tasneem M, Luthfiya & Nazeera.  

You guys are an amazing bunch. May Allah (SWT) grant you the 
patience and perseverance to impart knowledge to all our little 
HMA superstars. Thank you for the part you played in making 
this magazine possible.

Coach Alain, thank you for your services to HMA. You do an 
amazing job in ensuring the kids stay fit and healthy with your 
sports programme. 

To Safiya, Luthfiya  and Sakina who have  welcomed their 
precious bundles of joy into the world, May Almighty Allah 
guide and protect them and may He use them as instruments in 
promoting His deen. Aameen

To all our support staff: Halima, Mariam, Sakina, Elizabeth, Maria, 
Masegho, Jane, Yasmeen, Gladys, Zakiyya and Kassim, A BIG 
THANK YOU, for your service to HMA. We truly appreciate your 
efforts.

A special THANK YOU to Nafisa Jazbhay, Raeesa Budruddin & 
Nabeelah Mayet who are our substitute teachers. Shukran for 
all your assistance, May Allah (SWT) reward you greatly for your 
time and efforts.

Thanks to all our co-ordinators for the various extra murals on 
offer. You make learning and playing sport loads of fun.

Jazakallah to the members of our privately run Therapy unit, 
Aamena Laher (Occupational Therapist), Dilshaad Ebrahim 
(Speech & hearing Therapist) & Shireen Ismail (Educational 
Psychologist).

Merloni: a company headed by Yaseen Theba, the person 
who is responsible for our beautiful website and for the layout 
of yet another amazing magazine, may Allah (SWT) grant you 
everything of the best for your continuous and unwavering 
support and assistance to HMA.  

A warm WELCOME to Mufti Zaid Minty, Nafeesa Essa and 
Raadifah Abrahams who will be a permanent part of the HMA 
family from 2015 In Sha Allah.

Lastly… Thank you to all our sponsors, people from the community 
who placed adverts with us and parents, but most importantly 
THANK YOU to the kids who displayed their beautiful artwork 
& writing pieces in our magazine. I hope you enjoyed flipping 
through these pages as much as we enjoyed compiling it.

Shukran
Was salaam
Razia Pilodia

From the desk of
The Secretary
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